
#1 Jamaree Bouyea (San Francisco) 6’2 180 lbs. PG SR. (2/20/21 vs. LMU, 2/22/21 vs. Gonzaga)

It’s no exaggeration to say that nothing has been given to Bouyea over the course of his basketball

journey, only earned.  In his most recent trip to play at top ranked Gonzaga inside an empty Kennel in

Spokane, I wondered aloud how and why Bouyea only received one D1 scholarship offer out of Palma

High School in Salinas, as he dropped 16 first-half points against heralded Jalen Suggs, a consensus NBA

lottery pick for 2021. My suspicions grew with every pull-up three pointer, every calculated slice through

the lane, every thoughtful set-up pass to an unsuspecting teammate for an easy bucket. Bouyea, didn’t

play as well the second time vs. Gonzaga, but still showed intriguing flashes and kept Suggs and Ayayi on

their toes.

He has high-level quickness with and without the ball in his hands. In the open court he is very difficult

to slow down and stop. Analytic guys are big on “stopping speed” and “change of direction speed”, well

analytically Bouyea, I’m assuming would rank high. He can stop on a dime and elevate quickly or change

pace and direction seamlessly.  He has NBA 3pt range and doesn’t need much space or time to get his

shot off. He certainly shows some skills and characteristics offensively that look to translate well to the

NBA. Percentage wise his overall FG% is 50 and 3pt % is 37.2. However, his FT attempts are low and his

FT% is 74 with a strong assist to turnover ratio. He plays a ton a minutes and his motor never slows

down.

Defensively, he is below average in PNR situations and average in defending hand-offs or off-ball action,

etc. Overall, he is an average defender and rebounder at best. With his quickness though he could be a

lot better, because he uses it to be an effective defender in iso or post-up situations.

NBA Positions: PG

NBA Player Comparison: Shows flashes of Eric Bledsoe

NBA Career Potential: Fringe.

Agent:

FOR MORE INFO: JGWIV1@GMAIL OR 404-906-0295 JAMES “IV” WILLIAMS


